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Please join me from 2 - 4 p.m. on Saturday, August 17 for an Ice
Cream Social at my community office (1202 Bloor Street West).

MPJULIEDZEROWICZ

I hope to see you there!
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julie.dzerowicz@parl.gc.ca
1202 Bloor Street West
Toronto, ON
M6H 1N2
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TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE
Canadians are feeling the impacts of climate change with
flooding, wildfires, heat waves, and other extreme weather events - projected to intensify in the future. Our federal
Liberal government is taking urgent action to support clean
growth and ensure a safer, prosperous future for future generations.

Our clean growth and climate action plan is creating the biggest drop in pollution in the history of Canada’s emissions reporting. From ensuring that there is a price on pollution in
jurisdictions across Canada, to accelerating the phase-out of
traditional coal power, to our $1.5 billion Oceans Protection

Plan and our investments in public
transit and green infrastructure, we
are making significant progress in
transitioning to a cleaner economy.
In June, our federal Liberal government made two very important announcements: an agreement
with all provinces and territories
to introduce national standards for
plastic recycling in an effort to dramatically increase recycling rates
in Canada; and starting in 2021, the
Government of Canada will begin
banning single-use plastics.
We want to help our economy and
our workforce transition without
leaving Canadians behind. Here at
home in Davenport, families will be
better off with the Climate Action
Incentive; the average family of four
will receive $307 this year to help
them adapt to our changing climate.

What other actions would you like to see the federal government take to fight climate change?

